Dorman Air Tanks can be used to supply air to air actuated parking brakes, air powered shocks, air powered seats, and air powered doors

- Cataloged by Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) number for easy identification during part replacement selection
- Additional measurement points for further verification, guaranteeing proper fit, form and performance just like OEM
- Program offers 3 different tank types - supply/wet, primary and secondary

**Quality & Safety Confidence**

- Manufactured per SAE J10 & FMVSS 121 Standards
- 100% of tanks are inspected & pressure tested to 3x of their working pressure (post production)
- All tanks are leakage tested before packaging placement
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**WHY CHOOSE DORMAN**

**HD SOLUTIONS**
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**AIR TANKS**

**NEW FROM DORMAN HD SOLUTIONS**
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**ADDITIONAL AIR TANKS**

- **924-5802**
  - International 4300, 4400, 5500, 5900 Series 2015-10
  - OE Number: 3832979C1

- **924-5805**
  - International 3200, 3300, 4200, 4300, 4400 Series 2010-03
  - OE Number: 3553374C92

- **924-5803**
  - International 4300, 4400 Series 2015-10
  - OE Number: 3832983C1

- **924-5800**
  - International 4300, 5900 Series 2015-10
  - OE Number: 3832978C1
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